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Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) is known to promote the 
survival and differentiation of many neuron populations. The receptor complex 
for GDNF was discovered to consist of the transmembrane RET receptor 
tyrosine kinase and a ligand-binding component, the GDNF co-receptor α1 (1). 
Binding studies (1,2) suggest that GDNF serves mainly to dimerize the co-
receptor, GFRα1, and interacts weakly, if at all, with RET in ternary complex. 
The GDNF signaling is beginning to be understood, but many questions remain 
open. Therefore, structural studies on the GFRα1 were initiated to address 
these questions at the molecular level. The crystal structure of GDNF has 
already been solved (3). GFRα1 has a signal peptide for secretion at the amino 
terminus, a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) -anchor signal at the C-
terminus and three potential N-glycosylation sites (1). Conserved cysteine 
patterning (4) suggests a putative domain structure with three homologous 
cysteine-rich domains, each about 100 residues long, bound together with 
hinge regions.  
 
Baculovirus infected insect cells are being successfully used to produce rat 
GFRα1 for structural studies. Optimized suspension cultures in 100 to 200 ml 
volumes repeatedly give mg-levels per liter of the 6His-tagged construct. A 
purification protocol, comprising of Ni-resin and gel filtration, has already 
been established. Vapor-diffusion techniques are being applied to obtain 
crystals suitable for structural studies. 
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In the lysosome, glycosidases degrade glycolipids, glycoproteins, and 
oligosaccharides. Mutations in glycosidases cause disorders characterized by 
the deposition of undegraded carbohydrates. Schindler and Fabry diseases are 
caused by the incomplete degradation of carbohydrates with terminal α-N-
acetylgalactosamine and α-galactose, respectively. Here we present the x-ray 
structure of α-N-acetylgalactosaminidase (α-NAGAL, E.C. 3.2.1.49), the 
glycosidase that removes α-N-acetylgalactosamine, and the structure with 
bound ligand. The enzyme is a homodimer with each monomer comprised of 
two domains, a (β/α) 8 barrel domain containing the active site and a domain 
with eight antiparallel β strands. The active site features many aspartic acids, 
including one (D140) in position to act as a nuclephile and one (D201) in 
position to act as a general acid/base in the double displacement reaction 
mechanism. The active site residues of α-NAGAL are conserved in the closely 
related enzyme α-galactosidase A (α-GAL, E.C. 3.2.1.22), except for near 
where the substrates differ. The structure demonstrates the catalytic 
mechanisms of both enzymes and reveals the structural basis of mutations 
causing Schindler and Fabry diseases. As α-NAGAL and α-GAL produce type 
O universal donor blood from type A and type B blood, the α-NAGAL 
structure will aid the engineering of improved enzymes for blood conversion. 
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HtrA (high temperature requirement A), a periplasmic heat shock protein, is 
known to have molecular chaperone function at low temperatures and 
proteolytic activity at elevated temperatures. To investigate the mechanism of 
functional switch to protease, we have determined the crystal structure of the 
N-terminal protease domain (PD) of HtrA from Thermotoga maritima. HtrA 
PD shares the same fold with chymotrypsin-like serine proteases but it contains 
an additional helical lid which blocks access of substrates to the active site. 
Furthermore, a catalytic triad and an oxyanion hole, which are necessary for 
protease activity, are not formed properly. On the surface of the lid, HtrA PD 
has hydrophobic patches that could be potential substrate binding sites for 
molecular chaperone activity. The crystal structure suggests that HtrA PD is 
not an active protease at current state. Therefore the activation of the 
proteolytic function of HtrA PD at elevated temperatures might occur by the 
conformational change which includes the opening of the helical lid to expose 
the active site and subsequent rearrangement of the catalytic triad and the 
oxyanion hole. 
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Alginate lyase A1-III from a Sphingomonas species A1 is a β-D-mannuronosyl 
linkage specific lyase and efficiently liquefies acetylated alginates produced by 
bacteria. The three-dimensional structure of A1-III was abundant in helices and 
had a deep tunnel-like cleft in a (α6/α5)-barrel structure (1). It has been 
proposed that Y246 is a catalytic residue responsible for abstraction and 
donation of a hydrogen during catalysis (2). The structures of the mutant 
enzymes (H192A and Y246F) in the presence or absence of a tetrasaccharide 
substrate (4-deoxy-L-erythro-hex-4-enepyranosyluronate-mannuronate-
mannuronate-mannuronic acid) were determined by X-ray crystallography. In 
the crystal of H192A apo form, the lid loop (residues 64-85) takes a wide-open 
conformation, while it takes a closed conformation contacting with the 
substrate and the catalytic residues in the holo form. The tetrasaccharide was 
bound in the active cleft at subsites -3+1 from the non-reducing end by forming 
several hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions with protein atoms. 
Both Y246 and H192 were located near subsites -1 and +1. Y246 OH atom is 
proximity both with an oxygen of glycosidic bond and a hydrogen of C5 of the 
sugar residue at +1 site. A strong hydrogen bond was found between OH of 
Y246 and OH of Y68, which suggests the stabilisation of ionised Y246 during 
catalysis.  
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